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 ABSTRACT 

In the present paper, a Modified Chaotic Henon Congruential Generator is implemented as a stream 

cipher cryptosystem and the new proposed cryptosystem is compared with the original chaotic henon 

congruential generator cryptosystem. The proposed stream cipher has been tested using some examples 

and the algorithm security analyzed by different methods and statistical analysis. The results of the 

analysis confirm significant improvement over the modified algorithm.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Random numbers have a vital role in cryptography field. Such numbers are essential to encrypt 

documents for electronic communications. It is well known that true random numbers are very difficult to 

generate, noting that what we have computers that are typically designed to be deterministic, henceforth 

there is no way out of generating at least well behaved pseudo-random numbers for us. Although pseudo 

random numbers are typically very hard to be distinguished from true random numbers, but they are 

tractable which makes the fear of losing security. The importance of creating intractable pseudo random 

numbers is tied by the security as a general concept.  A pseudo random generator (PRNG) is a 

deterministic algorithm that for a truly random binary sequence of length N, provides a binary sequence 

of length  that "looks random". Due to the importance of PRNGs, a lot of researches attended to 

the issue to make or analyse proper algorithms for generating secure pseudo random numbers. Suitable 

PRNGs should have the following properties: 

o Independency 

o Uniformity 

o Unpredictability 
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The meaning of pseudo random numbers in the context of cryptography differs from the meaning in 

normal programming contexts where we just need reasonably random-looking and good statistical 

properties [1,2, 3]. PRNGs are designed for different purposes including simulation, electronic gaming 

and cryptographic applications. The latter is called a cryptographically secure PRNG (CSPRNG). The 

design of CSPRNGs should consider that the seed do not play a role on strength of the output. That is, in 

order to distinguish the generator's output sequence from a random sequence adversary may not depend 

on seed. In summary all statistical tests that are restricted to polynomial time in the size of the seed should 

passed by a CSPRNG while in the case of PRNG some certain statistical tests are sufficient [3, 4]. The 

strength of proper CSPRNG should be supported by strong evidence in reduction of the problem into a 

hard one e.g. integer factorization. In general, years of review may be required before an algorithm can be 

certified as a CSPRNG. A lot of algorithms have introduced in recent years for different purposes. For 

cryptographic purposes, we can refer to papers. One of the suitable methods is A Modified Chaotic Henon 

Congruential Generator (MCHCG) which is introduced in 2016 by Behrouz Fathi Vajargah and Rahim 

Asghari [5] that is a modification on Chaotic Henon Congruential Generator (CHCG) [6].  

The Chaotic Henon Congruential Generator (CHCG) Algorithm is proven to be proper PRNG for 

cryptographic purposes [5, 6] however predicting versions of the mainly Algorithm suffer from 

intractability of quadratic residuosity problem [5]. Though CHCG is proper PRNG, but it is improved for 

different purposes. As an example the uniformity of generated numbers is improved. In the present paper, 

the MCHCG generator is implemented for text encryption as a stream cipher system. Results of statistical 

tests and histograms are approved significant improvement was done in cryptography applications. 

Furthermore, some important statistical tests such as BSI and NIST; including Gap test, Poker test, and 

Run test are implemented to verify randomness properties [4, 9] and some methods is used for security 

analysis. The modified CHCG is constructed as a stream cipher cryptosystem and compared with the 

CHCG cryptosystem [7]. Security analysis is done over the cryptosystems based on the MCHCG and the 

CHCG generators. The analysis results are reported in section 4 and confirm our claims.   

The paper is organized as follows: in section 2, the CHCG algorithm is introduced. In section 3, 

modified algorithm (MCHCG)  is presented. In section 4, the modified CHCG is implemented and 

simulation results compared with the CHCG cryptosystem in section 5. Finally, the conclusion is drawn 

in section 6. 
 

2. The Chaotic Henon Congruential Generator (CHCG) 
As mentioned in many papers [1, 5, 6], a main problem of Linear Congruential Generator (LCG) is 

small period. That’s why LCG is not suitable for cryptographic applications. In [5], Because of high 

sensitive to initial value and chaotic behaviors, to use a henon map in the LCG generator. Author’s to 

combine the LCG and henon map, and named The Chaotic Linear Congruential Generator (CHCG) [5].  

The author’s purpose was to have a key stream with suitable period to generate an efficient key stream. 

The algorithm of CHCG has presented as following: 

 

Algorithm 1: CHCG 

  0select x  

      1  for i to n=  

    1 (mod )i ix ax b m-= +  

             1   1for j to i= -  

                   i jif x x==
                          

                 
2

i+1 i i-1x =1+ x + x   
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                  end if  

           end for  

      end for  
 

3. The Modified Chaotic Henon Congruential Generator (MCHCG) 
Although the CHCG was tested by statistical tests and has showed is suitable for cryptographic 

applications, but the statistical properties can be improved. In [6], the uniformity as well as independence 

of the CHCG is improved . This is done by applying a suitable controller to regulate the distribution of 

PRNs generated by CHCG.  First, the interval is divided into some subintervals and then produces 

random numbers; and at every step of the algorithm a subinterval is chosen randomly and then recall 

CHCG to generate PRN at this subinterval.  The algorithm is presented as follows: 

 

Algorithm 2:  Modified CHCG 

Start: Choose a seed S. 

Preparation: Divide the interval  

into some subintervals  . 

Run: CHCG generator for generating 
 

 
1. Choose a subinterval randomly 

and name it . 

2. Transform yj into subinterval  

put into  

  As generated 

random numbers by MCHCG. 

 

As noticed in [6], a modification on CHCG generator is done to improve statistical properties of the 

CHCG generator with proper scattering of generating random numbers is used. The statistical tests on 

CHCG and MCHCG showed improvements clearly [5, 6, 7].  

 

4. Implementation of the MCHCG and simulation  
In this section, the MCHCG generator is implemented based on a synchronous stream cipher 

system. For suitable evaluation, results of implementing CHCG and MCHCG algorithms are compared 

with an example. For comparisons, histogram analysis and correlation coefficient analysis, key sensitivity 

analysis and NIST tests are used.  

 

4.1 Implementation and Simulation 
The steps of encryption and decryption approach in proposed stream cipher are working as follows:  

 

Step1: Read the plain text (original message) and converts it into its ASCII code.  

Step 2: Convert the ASCII value into binary coding. 

Step 3: Compute the key stream sequence produced by MCHCG.   

Step4:  Encryption of binary coding using the key stream. 

Step 5: Decryption of encrypted binary coding using the same key stream. 

Step 6: Get the decrypted message and comparing with original message. 

Above algorithm is written by visual c#2012 and an example is presented as simulation result 
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Figure1. Block diagram of the approach 

  

 

Algorithm3: Encryption Process Algorithm4: Decryption Process 

1.  Read the original message as plain text;  

2. Convert  the original message  to  integer         

data;   

3. Convert integer data into binary model;  

4.  N=length   of   plain text;  

5.  for   i=1  to  N   to  do  

6.  Compute   the   key stream  by  MCHCG;  

7.    Encrypt  the data digit by key stream;  

8.  end for;  

9.  Present to cipher text; 

1.  Read the cipher text;  

2. Convert  the cipher text into integer 

data;   

3. Convert integer data into binary model;  

4.  N=length   of   cipher text;  

5.  for   i=1  to  N   to  do  

6. Compute the  key stream  by MCHCG;  

7. Decrypt  the data digit by key stream;  

8.  end for;  

9.  Present to original message; 

 

Example 

In this example, a plain text indicated in table 1 is used and their encrypted messages by MCHCG 

generator and CHCG generator shown in table 2 and table3, respectively. By comparing table 1, table 2 

and table3, very much different between the encrypted messages and original messages is proved. In 

table4, decrypted text by MCHCG and CHCG based stream ciphers is presented. Both of them are same. 

Note that, in this example the MCHCG and CHCG generators run by following coefficients: 

,  ,  

 

Table 1. Plain text 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is well known that true random numbers are very difficult to generate, 

noting that what we have computers that are typically designed to be deterministic, 

henceforth there is no way out of generating at least well behaved pseudo-random 

numbers for us. Although pseudo random numbers are typically very hard to be 

distinguished from true random numbers, but they are tractable this makes the fear 

of losing security. 
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Table 2. Encrypted text by MCHCG algorithm with k1=44 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3. Encrypted text by CHCG algorithm with k1=44 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4. Decrypted text by CHCG and MCHCG algorithms with k1=44 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.  Security Analysis and Comparisons 
In [6], proposed a cryptosystem based on CHCG generator. In this section, the new proposed 

cryptosystem based on MCHCG and CHCG cryptosystem are analyzed in more details and they 

compared together. The security analysis of the systems is included key sensitivity analysis, histogram 

analysis, correlation coefficient analysis and NIST tests. This is to prove that the new proposed 

cryptosystem is a suitable system in point of view of security and has more security according to CHCG 

cryptosystem.  

 

5.1 Key Sensitivity Analysis 
A good cryptosystem should be sensitive to the secret keys, which means a change of in a single bit in 

the secret key should produce a completely different encrypted message. The proposed cryptosystem was 

tested to the sensitivity of the keys and comparing to CHCG method. We encrypt the message shown in 

table1 with the secret key K1= 44 and, we decrypt their encrypted messages shown table 2 with another 

different key; K2= 45. The result is given in table 5. In other hand, this process is performed with the 

CHCG based cryptosystem and the result is given in table6. Then, the results compared together. So it can 

be concluded that the new proposed crypto system is highly sensitive to the key, because of this 

sensitivity a small change in main key lead to a different message according to the original message. 
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It is well known that true random numbers are very difficult to generate, 

noting that what we have computers that are typically designed to be deterministic, 

henceforth there is no way out of generating at least well behaved pseudo-random 

numbers for us. Although pseudo random numbers are typically very hard to be 

distinguished from true random numbers, but they are tractable this makes the fear 

of losing security. 
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Compared to results is proved that MCHCG method has more sensitive to the secret key. For more 

celerity, histograms of tables 1, 4, 5, 6 are presented in figures 1 and 2. 

 

 

Table 5: Decrypted message by MCHCG with K2=45 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 6:  Decrypted message by CHCG and K2=45 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 
Figure 1. Sensitivity analysis: Frame (a), Frame (b), Frame (c) show histogram of messages in 

table1-4 and table5. 
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Figure 2. Sensitivity analysis: Frame (a), Frame (d), Frame (e) show histogram of messages in 

tables1, 4 and table 6. 

5.2 Correlation Coefficient Analysis  
Correlation coefficient results are presented in Table 7. Correlation-1, Correlation-2, and Correlation-3 

are correlation coefficient between original message and encrypted message with correct key (k1=44) and 

correlation coefficient between original message and decrypted message with correct key (k1=44) and also 

correlation coefficient between original message and decrypted message with wrong key (k2=45), 

respectively. Values of Correlation-1 shown in the Table 7 are proving that the original message and its 

encryption in MCHCG state has more different according to CHCG state and it’s shown that in MCHCG 

state the plaintext and the cipher text has highly independent of the original message. Values of 

Correlation-3 shown in the Table 7 are proving that the original message and decrypted message with 

wrong key K2 has more different according to CHCG stat. Therefore, MCHCG algorithm is very sensitive 

to change key and has more security. It’s clear that Correlation-2 should be 1. 

 

Table 7: Correlation Coefficient Analysis 

Algorithms Correla

tion-1 

Correlation-

2 

Correlation

-3 

MCHCG based  

Algorithm 

-0.0764 1.0000 0.2405 

MCHCG based  

Algorithm 

0.04691 1.0000 0. 1749 

 

5.3 Histogram Analysis 
The histograms of plaintext and their corresponding cipher texts are shown in Tables 1, 2, 3 are 

presented in figure 3. It is clear that the histogram of the encrypted message by MCHCG method is 

almost uniformly distributed, and significantly different from the respective histograms of the original 

messages. So, the encrypted messages do not provide any clue to employ any frequency attack on the 

proposed encryption message procedure, which makes frequency attacks difficult. 

On the other hand, distribution of data in the new proposed method has more uniformity according to 

CHCG method. It’s mean that, the security of the MCHCG based cryptosystem is more than CHCG based 

cryptosystem.  
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Figure 3. Histogram analysis: Frame (a), frame (b), frame (d), and respectively histogram of 

message given in Tables 1, 2, 3. 

 

5.4 NIST Tests  

In this section, the NIST tests are used on encrypted texts by the MCHCG and CHCG algorithms. The 

results are proved that encrypted texts by the MCHCG are better than the CHCG according to stochastic 

property. The NIST test results are presented in table 8. 

 

Table 8. The NIST tests results 

NIST Tests MCHCG based  

Algorithm 

CHCG based  

Algorithm 

Frequency Test (within a 

Block) 

Passed(0.91) Passed(0.76) 

Longest Run of Ones in a 

Block 

Passed(0.84) Passed(0.63) 

Non overlapping  Test Passed(0.93) Passed(0.88) 

Monobit Test Passed(0.69) Passed(0.71) 

Serial Test Passed(0.72) Passed(0.54) 

Gap Test Passed(0.87) Passed(0.73) 

Run Test Passed(0.66) Passed(0.65) 

Cu Sums-forward Passed(0.79) Passed(0.72) 

Cu Sums-backward Passed(0.64) Passed(0.68) 

Binary Matrix Rank Passed(0.90) Passed(0.92) 

Rank Passed(0.90) Passed(0.84) 

FFT Passed(0.48) Passed(0.33) 

Universal Passed(0.59) Passed(0.45) 

Poker Passed(0.77) Passed(0.61) 

 

6 Conclusions 
In this paper, we implemented a MCHCG algorithm as a stream cipher in order to enhance the 

efficiency and security of the CHCG based cryptosystem. Statistical tests and some methods are 

performed over them and the results corned improvements. The proposed MCHCG is targeted stream 

crypto systems which are context based. The CHCG is a proper generator and proved CSPRNG and as 

mentioned it can be improved to act even better. In the present paper improvements in efficiency and 
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security are discussed, but for future researches we propose further improvements in implementation, or 

designing special improvements for special purposes.  
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